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TIMS Delivery keeps your drivers connected and productive while eliminating unnecessary 
delivery costs and giving you the ability to add more daily stops instead of additional 

routes. Use a smartphone or tablet to route, load, deliver, and get paid. 

Route & Load

Starting the daily delivery process with pre-
defined routes and orders keeps productivity at 
maximum levels.

 | Reconcile orders to the 
load and unload process

 | Record Asset ID SKU, Lot#, 
Serial# using a barcode 
scanner or SIP keyboard

 | Dynamic delivery routing 
via TIMS Scheduler or 
Omnitracs Roadnet®

 | Activity-based time 
tracking (drive time vs. 
service time)

 | Complete, log, and recall 
truck inspection forms*

 | Capture important line 
item details for cylinder 
gases, bulk gases, 
hardgoods, and rental 
items

 | Record cylinder ships 
and returns for both 
barcoded and balance- 
forward cylinders

 | Calculate item pricing, 
taxes, and delivery/
hazmat fees for complete 
order totals at the point 
of delivery

 | Auto-select orders for 
immediate invoicing, 
credit card processing 
and payment

 | Capture electronic 
signature for proof of 
delivery (POD)

 | Print/email order receipt

Keep your deliveries running at optimal levels. 
Go mobile with real-time, quick as a ‘click’ delivery.

Delivery Made Easy

Important line item details auto populate 
and the total amount due can be seen within 
seconds.

 | Update existing orders or grab flash orders on-
the-run

 | Deliver multiple item types (cylinder gases, bulk 
gases, hardgoods, rental equipment)

The World Is Mobile, So Is TIMS
TIMS Delivery
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TIMS Delivery is the next generation of mobile computing for delivery drivers,  
providing both online and offline capabilities to meet the needs of a variety  

of operating environments.

Additional Capabilities
 | Take pictures of damaged 
cylinders and collect 
additional information 
with Electronic Forms

 | Record important delivery 
notes by voice

 | Process warehouse 
transfers

 | Record customer notes 
and order comments

 | Re-schedule orders with 
the reason and new 
delivery date

 | Track driver’s route 
progress in real-time

 | Full real-time integration 
with TIMS Order Entry,  
TIMS CCI, TIMS ACM,  
TIMS Cylinder Exception 
Handler, TIMS Imaging, and 
TIMS eCommerce.

TIMS Delivery captures electronic 
signatures, processes mobile credit card 
payments, and emails proof of delivery 
and receipts in real-time.
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The World Is Mobile, So Is TIMS
TIMS Delivery

Device & Version Requirements
Phones or Tablets

 | iOS or Android Operating 

System (support version = 

Current - 1)

 | 5” Display or Larger

 | Cellular or Wi-Fi connectivity

 | Bluetooth Connectivity

 | For Printer or Scanner

Supported Printers**

 | Zebra iMZ320

 | Zebra ZQ320/321

 | Zebra ZQ520/521

** Note: For configuration, both the device and the printer require Bluetooth connectivity and 
ZPL printer language along with USB connectivity.
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Contact us for a 
personalized demo 

of TIMS.


